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Draw a portrait of your neigbour



Wicked Problems 
Wicked problems are 
problems with  
many interdependent factors  
making them seem impossible 
to solve. (IDF 2019)



Design Thinking 





Design Thinking 
Understanding what it is NOT



Dismantle 
parts of the 
truck?

Chip away 
parts of the 
bridge? 

"Why not 
just let the 
air out of the 
tires?"



Design Thinking offers us a means of 
digging that bit deeper; it helps us to 
do the right kind of research and to 
prototype and test our products and 
services so as to uncover new ways of 
improving the product, service or 
design. (IDF 2019)



BABY



HOUSE



INNOVATION



Design the IDEAL backpack
1) Design a BETTER backpack

Sketch your best idea here: 

4 MINUTES



EMPATHIZE
- with your users



EMPATHIZE

The intellectual identification with or vicarious  
experiencing of the emotions, thoughts, or 
attitudes of another (IDF 2019)



EMPATHIZE
The intellectual identification with or vicarious  
experiencing of the emotions, thoughts, or 
attitudes of another

When you FEEL what the other person is feeling.  
When you can MIRROR their expression, their 
opinions, their hopes.



EMPATHIZE

Put yourself in some one else’s shoes



EMPATHIZE

Designers approach to empathy

Without judgment
Beginner's eyes
Curiosity
Respectfully



Design something meaningful and useful for your partner. 
1) Interview 1

Scetch and notes

5 minutes

Ask your partner to introduce themselves by walking you 
through the contents of their bag or backpack 

Insights: What stood out to you?

















Design something meaningful and useful for your partner. 
1) Interview 1

Scetch and notes

5 minutes

Ask your partner to introduce themselves by walking you 
through the contents of their bag or backpack 

Insights: What stood out to you?

2) Interview 2

WHY?

Learn more about your partner. Forget about the 
backpack. Try to dig for specific stories 

3 minutes



DEFINE
- your users’ needs, their problem, and your insights



Photo: Joe Thorn, Flickr



DEFINE

are human physical and emotional necessities.  
captures the goals and motivations of the 
person for whom you are designing 
are verbs, not nouns 
(opportunities, not solutions; ladder vs. to 
reach)

Needs…



DEFINE

Design for the 
individual, not for the 
middle 



DEFINE



DEFINE

Point of view



User 
teenager 

Need 
To eat healthy food 

Insight 
Certain nutrients are necessary for physical 
and cognitive health and development

Point of view



User 
9th grade girl at a new school 

Need 
She needs to feel social accepted while 
eating healthy food 

Insight 
In her world a social risk is more 
dangerous than a health risk. 

Specific user

Deep need. Hers, 
not ours

Surprising finding based on empathy work

Point of view



Articulate a current POINT OF VIEW:

Need: 
Things they are trying to do

User 
Partner description

Surprising Insight: 

20 year old male student needs a secure way to carry a PC because he thinks they can be evil and dangerous. 

To use a computer to 
study

The user believes that computers 
are evil. 

User (descriptive)
needs

Need (verb)
because

Insight (compelling)

20 year old male student



IDEATE
- by challenging assumptions and  

creating ideas for innovative solutions



IDEATE



IDEATE



The way to get 
good ideas is 
to get lots of 
ideas Linus 
Pauling



IDEATE

1.Defer judgment 
2.Encourage wild ideas 
3.Build on the ideas of others 
4.Stay focused on the topic 
5.One conversation at a time 
6.Be visual 
7.Go for quantity



CRAZY 84



5) Sketch 4 Radical ideas 
Based on the problem 
statement.

CRAZY 4

4 minutes, 1 minute per 
sketch





PROTOTYPE
– to start creating solutions

TEST
– solutions



PROTOTYPE

Low-fidelity vs High-fidelity 



PROTOTYPE

Prototype here

Project Timeline

Co
st Fail early 

and 
test often











designthinking.ideo.com

dschool.stanford.edu/

interaction-design.org



So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish! 


